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GOAL SETTING
“Great students are ordinary students with extraordinary
determination”.
How you feel about yourself is vital to how you perform at school, or indeed
at anything. Don’t let anybody put you down. You are a wonderful person
(even if you have not realised it yourself yet!) Everyday, think positively
about yourself - what you have done; who you are.
You must really WANT to succeed not just hope, or wish, for success.
You may need to change some habits (too much T.V.? music while you
study?) and you may need to change some of your attitudes (to school,
teachers, certain subjects?)

YOUR SUCCESS DEPENDS SOLELY ON YOUR ATTITUDE!
Take a positive view of life. Put some energy into things - enthusiasm is compelling - it attracts success! Apathy is
the opposite - it ensures failure. Be careful not to associate too regularly with apathetic / cynical people, it tends to
be contagious.

Learn from failures - we all have them!
Never give up! Many people lack the ability to persist. Don’t blame others for why things do not work out. Take
responsibility yourself - become independent; do things for yourself; believe in yourself!
“Motivation is when your dreams put on work clothes” - B. Franklin.
If you wish to be successful, you must begin by setting yourself specific goals.
Non-specific goal: “I will try harder at school next term and do more study.”
Specific goal: “I will improve my geography mark by 8% by the Christmas test.”
There is no use carrying these wonderful goals around in your head. Goals must be written down, otherwise they
just remain as daydreams. Remember - what gets measured gets action!
					
A specific goal must be:
							
i) attainable
							
ii) measurable
							
iii) have a time limit.
Your first improvement (goal) may be small, but it forms the basis for the next improvement.

‘Like us’ on
Facebook

‘Follow us’ on
Twitter
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YOUR ‘GOALS CHART’:

In our example below, we have taken a student who is in Fifth Year (going to sit the Leaving Cert. in two years time).
GOAL SETTING

Remember to set your final goal first and then set goals allowing you to measure your progress towards the final goal.
Leaving Cert. students should estimate the points required for the career path that interests them. Time should be
spent, as early as possible, examining these possible career paths. Go to the career guidance person in school; look up
the appointments page in the paper; do work experience; talk to people in the workforce - it is certainly true that the
focused student is more likely to plan out a proper study regime and stick to it. Now calculate the Leaving Cert.
required to obtain those points. (In our example, 'Student X' requires 460 pts.)
Next, work
your way backwards,
each exam
Try to decide on your long term
educational
goal - a setting
coursetargets
you for
would
loveblock.
to pursue in

LONG AND MEDIUM TERM GOALS

college / an exciting career path. Write down what the entry requirements are. Now work your
STUDENT X goals
(Fifth Year):
way backwards, setting intermediate
- constructing your personal GOALS CHART, as
explained in the seminar.
After each report card you receive in school, mark in the result you obtained beside your target
score. In this way you can see if you are remaining on course for your particular career path.

*

Remember, you must write your goals down on paper! Goals carried in your head are just good
intentions!

SHORT TERM GOALS
*Includes bonus points

“It’s not much good knowing what you want to achieve in six months, or a year,
After each report card you receive from the school, mark in the result you obtained beside your target. In this way, you
if you don’t
have
a plan
for tomorrow!”
can see immediately
if you are
on course
for a particular
career path.
After you set up your Goals Chart, try to break these goals down into **********
more specific short term improvements. Keep
these weekly goals in a “Goals Notebook.” Every Sunday, check your notebook and cross off all the goals you have
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After you set up your Goals Chart,Sample
try to break these
goals downpage:
into more specific short term improvements. Keep
notebook
these weekly goals in a “Goals Notebook.” Every Sunday, check your notebook and cross off all the goals you have
achieved.
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Plan out how you are going to achieve your goal.
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Believe in your own ability to succeed.
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STUDY TIME MANAGEMENT
“One always has enough time, if only one applies it well.”
J.W. Goethe, 1813.
In order to achieve, students must be prepared to spend time studying as well as doing their homework. It is
difficult to say how much time anyone should spend.
It is not the amount of time spent “at the books” that is important, but what is achieved in that time. Don’t be
obsessed with how much time you spend - concentrate on what tasks you have achieved. Be sure to allocate a
specific amount of time to each task, otherwise you may take hours to complete tasks that should take minutes.
“I’m going to solve this problem in six minutes!” “I’m going to do four pages of this text, and I’ll be finished
by 7.25 pm”

Parkinson’s First Law: “A job expands to fill the time available for it”.
Your Study Timetable:
Your timetable will be determined by how well you really want to do. If you have set high goals for yourself, you
will have to put in the time - but you will be rewarded.

3

How much of your time is available for study? (when do you arrive home?
meal times? when do you finish?).

3

Construct a grid, with sessions of 25 mins. (20 minutes for younger students),
(leave a 5 min. break between each session).

3

Take out all time not available for study (sport, T.V., work, etc.).

3

Put in homework sessions. Don’t always do your homework first and then
study. Mix it around. It is a good idea to do homework in the last session.

3

Don’t forget to set aside time on the weekend. Once it is planned and you
know what you are going to do in these short sessions, it is not too bad!

3
3

Take out time each day for ‘Reviewing’ (10 - 15 mins).

3

Have you got variety each night? (Don’t leave the difficult subjects for late at night; keep similar subjects
apart).

Allocate a number of sessions to each subject. (Weight your subjects, as per the seminar).

Show your timetable to your parents and seek their help. A simple reward system could be introduced! Each week
the timetable should be taken down and redone - every week is different!
Remember your first attempt at a study timetable will not work! It is only a trial one. Try to keep to it for one
week, then take it down and make the necessary adjustments to make it suit your needs. Always be ready to
make adjustments. Try your best to stick to it, even when “things crop up”. If you keep making excuses it becomes
pointless.

WEEKLY TIMETABLE:
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This is a sample only (constructed for a Fifth Year student) and is not meant to be seen as a recommendation
for you. Each student must design their own personal timetable.

SAMPLE WEEKLY TIMETABLE: This is a sample only (constructed for a Fifth Year student) and is not meant to be seen
as a recommendation
for you.
Each have
student
must
design their
ownday
personal
timetable.
Three
or four homework
sessions
been
allocated
for each
(except
weekends). Remember to try to do

your homework with the book closed - learn first, then try to answer the questions in your own words.
Three homework sessions have been allocated for each day (except weekends). Remember to try to do your
homework
withsession,
the book
closed
- learn
first, Diary’
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In
the Review
check
your
‘Review
and
quicklythe
do questions
your brainstorming
notes on the

‘SES Study Method’).
In the Review session check your ‘Review Diary' and quickly do your brainstorming (see notes on the 'SES Study
Method'). The time set aside for ‘Preview’ is for you to briefly look over the next day’s lessons.

9.05-9.30

5.00 - 5.25
5.30 - 5.55
6.00 - 6.25
6.30 - 6.55
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SAMPLE NIGHTLY TIME TABLE:
Alternatively,
you can
construct
a
SAMPLE
NIGHTLY
TIMETABLE:
new timetable
each night.
Alternatively,
you could construct

a new timetable each night.

Weighting of subjects:

Try to avoid all obvious distractions when studying: turn the radio / T.V. off, leave your phone downstairs!
Leaving Cert Students could “weight” their subjects to ensure that they are distributing their time efficiently. Use the
method explained at the seminar.

Don’t have photos of your boyfriend/girlfriend on your desk!
Don’t study outdoors in the sun, or lying on your bed.

Add lists A & B, and the subject with the “lowest score” is the one you should study most.

If
possible,
a setof:time for phone calls!
List
subjectshave
in order

If
wish to send an email
to your friend or read a book
(or even have
a daydream!),
move
out of your
A.you
DIFFICULTY
B. IMPORTANCE
C. 'WEIGHTED
LIST'
(No. of
Sessions)
room
- keep your desk for1.study
only!
1. IRISH
ACCOUNTING
(4)
1. ACCOUNTING
(5 SESSIONS)
2. MATHS
3. ACCOUNTING
4. HISTORY

2. ECONOMICS
3. ENGLISH
4. MATHS

(8)
(8)
(6)

2. MATHS
3. IRISH
4. ECONOMICS

(4 SESSIONS)
(3 SESSIONS)
(2 SESSIONS)

EFFECTIVE NOTE TAKING
NOTE TAKING WHEN STUDYING:
Always take notes when studying. You will recall very little of the material if you are not active while studying. Even
when you are revising, you should always be reworking your notes. The skill of good note taking will allow you to
cover a lot of material quickly and to retain what you have learnt.
it is a good idea to time yourself - give yourself a specific amount of work to do in a study session of about 20-25
minutes. (Refer to the “SES Test” method of studying).
The presentation of your notes is vital:
They must be neat.
They must be concise.
They must have a working margin.
They should be dated.
Use some colour / highlighting (not too much!).
Take notes quickly.
Develop your own shorthand.

NOTE TAKING IN CLASS:
You must guard against daydreaming when listening in class. Your mind thinks at about four times the speed that
the teacher can talk, so it is important to ‘keep coming back’ to the lesson. The beginning and the end of each
lesson are the most important for note taking.
Tune in to the teacher - look at the speaker.
Sit away from distractions (windows, disruptive friends etc.).
Try to think ahead of the speaker (“what’s coming next?”).
Ask yourself how the lesson fits into what you already know and TAKE SOME NOTES!
The Diagram Method is perhaps most suitable for class lessons. Place the topic in the centre of the page and try to
collect at least five key points from each lesson. Put each key point on a branch of its own and use sub-branches
to record detail and book/ page references as they are given by the teacher.
If you use the Outline Method, ensure that the notes are well spaced apart. Add details and page references, in
their appropriate place, as the lesson progresses.
Don’t be afraid to ask questions if you are unsure of a point - the rest of the class will thank you for it! Note things
that you feel you should look up after the class.
Listen carefully for voice changes or repetition. Some teachers will even tell the class that certain topics are very
important (or that they may be on the exam!) - highlight these! Many students take no real notice of this, thinking
that they will recall all these hints at exam time!
Have a hardback book to collect your class notes in. Quickly review them each night before you begin your
homework.
REMEMBER, there is no such thing as “passive learning”.
You must become actively involved in the class. Show your
teacher that you are interested in what they are doing!

EFFECTIVE NOTE TAKING
1. OUTLINE METHOD:

For ‘Outline Notes’ use a wide ‘working margin’ (about 30 % of the page).
This is used to note:
- additional points on this topic that you come across later on;
- text page numbers, so you can look it up if you need to;
- questions you should ask the teacher;
maps, diagrams,
ES Booklet -Bpage
Orlaithreferences
D3_Layout 1for
02/11/2015
15:47 Pageexamples.
5

reworking your notes. The skill of good note taking will allow you to cover a lot of
material quickly and to retain what you have learnt.
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Head up your notes clearly, date them and give the source text and page number(s).
Note only important facts - don’t write sentences or include small words (‘and’ ‘the’).
Keep notes vertical - listsEFFECTIVE
- not horizontal.
NOTE TAKING
Never have more than one third of a page of notes without a new heading.
Always
when
studying. You will recall very little of the material if you are
Try to take
have anotes
lot of “white
space”.
SES Booklet B Orlaith D3_Layout 1 02/11/2015 15:47 Page 5
notRemember,
active while
studying.
Even
when
you
are
revising,
speed is important - work
in short,
sharp
bursts
of note
taking. you should always be

2. presentation
DIAGRAM METHOD:
The
of your
notes is vital:NOTE TAKING
EFFECTIVE
Some
students
prefer
the’Diagram
Method”
of note taking. Place the topic to be studied in the centre of the
✔ They must be neat
page.
Each
branch
shall
relate
to
a
specific
sub-heading.
Don’t
just ‘scatter’
information
a page.
let
Always
notes when studying. You will
recall
very little
of theacross
material
if Don’t
you are
✔ They
must take
be concise
not
active
while
studying.
Even
when
you
are
revising,
you
should
always
be
it get too
complicated;
is also important
to keep it neat. Use some colour but not too much!
✔ They
must
have a it
working
margin
reworking your notes. The skill of good note taking will allow you to cover a lot of
✔ They
shouldquickly
be dated
material
and to retain what you have learnt.
✔ Use some colour / highlighting (not
too
much!)
3. MAPPING
METHOD: of your notes is vital:
The
presentation

The ‘Mapping
✔ Take
notes Method’
quicklyis a more colourful and creative way to present your notes. It appeals to some students
✔ They must be neat
✔ Develop
shorthand.
as it is very your
visual. own
Use your
imagination to create word pictures. (Be careful not to spend too long on any topic
✔ They must be concise
- it can
be time consuming).
✔ They must have a working margin
✔ They should be dated
Mind Maps
✔ Use some colour / highlighting (not
too much!)
✔ Take notes quickly
✔ Develop your own shorthand.

u will recall very little of the material if you are
hen you are revising, you should always be
od note taking will allow you to cover a lot of
ou have learnt. Outline Method

OUTLINE METHOD
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E NOTE TAKING

During revision, you may decide to rewrite your ‘outline’
notes in the ‘diagram’ method or ‘mapping’ method.
Mind Maps

Spatial Method

is vital:
[A] NOTE TAKING FROM WRITTEN INSTRUCTION:
For 'Outline Notes' use a wide 'working margin' (about 30 % of the page).
This is used to note - additional points on this topic, that you come across later on;
- text Method
page numbers, so you can look them
up,
if you need to;
Outline
Spatial
Method

ot

DIAGRAM METHOD

- questions you should ask the teacher;

- page references
for maps, diagrams,
examples.
NOTE TAKING
FROM WRITTEN
INSTRUCTION:
You must
develop
a and
system
of filing
for your notes
Head up
notes
clearly,
date
them
and give
the
source
text
page
number(s).
Foryour
'Outline
Notes'
use
a wide
'working
margin'
(about
30
% of
the
page).
the
sooner
you
begin
the
better!
Note only important facts - don't write sentences or include small words (‘and’ ‘the’).

[A]

This is used to note - additional points on this topic, that you come across later on;
Keep notes vertical - lists - -not
horizontal.
text
page numbers, so you can look them up, if you need to;
Mind Maps
Never have more
than
one
third
of a page of notes without a new heading. (Your
MAPPING METHOD
- questions you should ask the teacher;
brain works by chunking in groups of seven or less).
- page references for maps, diagrams, examples.
Try to have a lot of "white space".
5
Head up your notes clearly, date them and give the source text and page number(s).
Note only important facts - don't write sentences or include small words (‘and’ ‘the’).

EXAM TECHNIQUES
When students fail to achieve to their potential in exams, it is often the case that their knowledge of the subject
matter was good, but their exam techniques let them down.
Many students do poorly because:
• they run out of time;
• they don’t follow directions;
• they don’t understand what the examiner is really looking for;
• they just write everything they know, in an unorganised fashion;
• they rush at the paper, or panic.

SIX WEEKS BEFORE THE EXAM:
These preparations could be started in the weeks preceding the “mocks”, if you are sitting an external exam.
Find out your exam timetable. Construct a calendar / wall chart of your own, from the present day to the date of
your last exam (leaving sufficient room to write in tasks to be completed for each week).
Obtain a small notebook, which will be kept solely for information re: the exams (your “Examinations
Notebook”). Divide it into sections - about seven pages for each subject. In this notebook you will put all
information regarding the format of the paper. If it is a ‘school exam’, ask the teacher about the timing, number
of questions, marks distribution, choices, etc. If you are to sit an ‘external exam’, go through the past papers and
write down all details regarding the format of the papers for your subjects. Ask your teacher if there are to be any
changes this year. The sooner you become familiar with the papers you will sit, the better.
If your teacher emphasises that a certain topic is ‘very important’, make a note of that
information in your “Examination Notebook”, in the relevant subject section.
By using the marks: time ratio, calculate how much time you are allowed for each question.
You must know, and stick to, the timing of the paper. THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
ASPECT OF EXAM TECHNIQUES. So many students spend too much time on questions
they know a lot about, and then cannot finish (or even attempt) other questions on the
paper. Generally speaking, you are better off to do two half answers than one complete
answer, in a given period of time.

YOU MUST KNOW THE TIMING OF YOUR PAPERS OFF BY HEART !
Set yourself a Revision Planner. Revise effectively. Organise your text summaries and class notes; construct
practice questions (from the teacher or past papers); constantly review by mind scanning; write essay plans,
introductions and conclusions; draw up point- form answers; examine past papers carefully, looking for patterns.
The more familiar you become with the paper the better!

THE EVENING BEFORE THE EXAM:
Check the time of the exam - don’t be late! Get ALL materials ready the night before.
Read your essay plans and summaries; don’t try to learn new work at this stage.
Get to bed reasonably early - no late night cramming!

EXAM TECHNIQUES
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IN THE EXAM:

When students fail to achieve to their potential in exams, it is often the case that
their knowledge of the subject matter was good, but their exam techniques let them
The key words for this day are:
down.
“THINKING - ORGANISING - WRITING” and writing always comes last!
Be composed - don’t mingle with
‘group of
the exam
Manythe
students
dodespair’
poorly outside
because:
centre!
* they run out of time
Read the paper carefully - check
all instructions
and
allocate your
* they
don't follow
directions,
timing for each question. Begin
with don't
the question
you can
best
* they
understand
what
theanswer.
Make sure you underline the keyexaminer
words iniseach
question.
When
really looking for, you
are half way through your answer,
gojust
back
and everything
make sure that
* they
write
theyyou are
know,
unorganised
fashion,
still keeping to the point and that
you in
areananswering
all parts
of the
theyspread
rush atout
the- make
paper,the
or examiner’s
panic.
* and
question. Keep your work neat
job easy. Re-read your answers before submitting the paper. Then relax,
congratulate yourself and wait for the results!

SIX WEEKS BEFORE THE EXAM:
YOUR OWN “MOCK” EXAM
: preparations could be started in the weeks preceding the "mocks", if you are
These
sitting a Public Exam. Find out your exam timetable. Construct a calendar / wall
If you are sitting an external exam
some
the exam,
chartthis
of year,
your you
own,need
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the practice!
present About
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date ofprior
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(leaving
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in
each
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format
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is
exactly
as
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will
be
in the
sufficient room to write in tasks to be completed for each day).
real exam). Set aside some time over a few weekends, or your mid term break, - it will be quite time consuming,
but well worth the effort!
Obtain a small notebook, which will be kept solely for information re: the exams (your

"Examinations Notebook"). Divide it into sections - about seven pages for each
The “mocks” run in your school
are often
to be really
effective
as information
a trial run. Sometimes
subject.
Intoo
thisearly
notebook
you will
put all
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thepressure
format to
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perform in them is so high, that
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real
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The
purpose
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setting
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paper. If it is a 'school exam', ask the teacher about the timing, number of questions,
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timingetc.
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If youquestions;
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through
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past
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prepare
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changes you
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etc. Write
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your
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as
you
will
be
amazed
how
quickly
you
can
forget
familiar with the papers you will sit, the better.
this important information.
If your teacher emphasises that a certain topic is 'very important', make a note of
Look for any problems with the
timing
of certain
Get your Notebook",
parents to check
finished
papersection.
for
that
information
in questions.
your "Examination
in theyour
relevant
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presentation, neatness, size of diagrams, etc.
By using the marks: time ratio, calculate how much time you are allowed for each
One such test, in each subject,question.
does appear
improve
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Research
tends
to show
continual
Youto
must
know,results
and stick
to, the timing
of the
paper.
THISthat
IS THE
MOST
full practice runs do not seemIMPORTANT
to be necessary.
ASPECT OF EXAM TECHNIQUES. So many students spend too much
time on questions they know a lot about, and then cannot finish (or even attempt)

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT
!
other questions
on the paper. Generally speaking, you are better off to do two half

answers than one complete answer, in a given period of time.
When you are in the exam hall, write an outline (a plan) of each question you are going to answer before you begin
writing any full answers! It does take nerve to sit there and plan out all your answers, while others are writing
Set yourself a Revision Planner. Organise your text summaries and class notes;
furiously. Be careful that you have calculated how much time you have for this preparation. It may take you the
constantly review by mind scanning; write essay plans, introductions and
first 45 mins of the exam! (work it out exactly for each paper before you try this). Remember timing is the most
conclusions; draw up point- form answers; examine past papers carefully, looking for
important thing in your exam!
patterns. The more familiar you become with the paper the better! If available, check
the Marking Schemes and Examiner’s Report of each paper you will sit.
By doing the preparation like this, your unconscious mind will continue to work on Q.5 while you are answering
Q.1. By the time you get to Q.5 you will most likely improve greatly on your first ideas!
THE EVENING BEFORE THE EXAM:
Check the time of each exam - don't be late! Get ALL materials ready the night
This concept of pre-planning an entire paper should be tried out in a school exam (or in your own “mocks” that
before. Read your essay plans and summaries; don't try to learn new work at this
you set yourself ), about a month or two before the ‘real’ exam. You may find this idea suits some papers more than
stage. Get to bed reasonably early - no late night cramming!
others. Some students swear by it!
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MEMORY IMPROVEMENT
Many students cite a poor memory as a major obstacle to success with their school work.
The vast majority of students have a fantastic memory - they just don’t think about how
they should use it! The brain can record up to 86 billion pieces of information each day!
When a concept is registered, it first triggers a single flurry of electrical activity. This energy
shoots off in various directions carrying the information to the appropriate storage areas. An
electrical pattern is then drawn between the brain cells. Most images and ideas will fade after
about 20-30 seconds. If however, the image is striking or important, (or deliberately fixed
by repetition), the electricity continues to flow. This causes the brain cells to grow tentacles
(dendrites), etching a physical memory trace into the brain’s soft tissue. This creates longterm memory.
Your ability to retrieve information when you need it, is directly related to the amount of time
and trouble you spent when you were storing it.
When studying assist your memory by: writing down points (always take notes); reading your lists aloud many
times; teaching the topic to somebody; overlearning (review, review, review!)

When taking notes:
i) GROUP - make lists, grouping “like with like”.
ii) NUMBER - always number lists, and keep the size of each group reasonable (‘chunks’ of 7).
iii) HIGHLIGHT - don’t overdo the use of highlighters or their effect will disappear.
Chinese proverb: “I hear and I forget; I see and I remember; I do and l understand”

Some techniques covered in the seminar:
Pegging: The ability to memorise in order, is easily achieved by constructing a picture (a peg) for each number
(one = pencil; two = swan etc.). When you wish to remember something, make a visual image of that object
pegged with the peg word. As demonstrated in the seminar, this method can be useful for memorising essay
plans, or lists, in a specific order.
Numbers: When the answer is a number, think of the peg picture as above, or (if it is a long number), you make
up a sentence, where the number of letters in the word is the number you are trying to recall. (e.g, 1492 - a ship
discovers U.S.).
Pictures for fomulae: You can convert formulae into pictures, or silly stories, that will help them to stick in your
mind, (remember from the seminar, the example of quadratic equations).
Acronyms: Use the first letter of each word to form a new word easily remembered (e.g. HOMES for the Great
Lakes in U.S. - Huron, Ontario, Michican, Erie, Superior).
Acrostic: Use the first letter of each word to make up a sentence (colours of the spectrum: “Roll Out Your Guinness
Boys In Vats).
When faced with a task to memorise, ask yourself what is the best method of putting
this information into long term memory - don’t just jump in! You do have a brilliant
memory! You just need a method.

STUDY METHODS
“More important than studying hard is to have a good study strategy”.
A great deal of the time you spend “at the books” can be wasted time! Examine carefully how you are using the
time spent in the classroom and the time spent at home in your own room, doing your homework and studying.
Are you getting good value for the time you are spending?

Classwork:
There is no such thing as ‘Passive Learning’, yet that is how most students try to learn in the classroom. Don’t just sit
there! Ask questions; attempt answers; take notes! Get involved in what the lesson is all about - make your teacher
see that you are an interested student and your marks will improve.

Homework:
Don’t just copy from the book - read the book first, then close it and try your best. If you get stuck, open the book,
check the information, close it again and carry on working. Remember, you learn by correcting your mistakes! Set
realistic time limits for your homework - you are preparing for a ‘closed book exam, against a clock’. You can learn
very bad habits by taking as long as you like and you may find it difficult in your exams to finish the paper within
the set time limit.

Home Study (Revision):
Try using the “SES Test” method of studing, as outlined in the seminar. It is a difficult method of study, very intense,
but it works! The principle involved of being active and of continually testing yourself can be adapted to suit each
of your subjects. Whatever method of study you choose for yourself, always remember to incorporate
‘The Principle of Learning’ 				
“- have a go
				
- make a mistake
				
- correct it!”
(and try to work at speed).

Improve your concentration by:
- breaking your tasks into small manageable units and then getting one part done at a time;
- having a clear idea of what you want to achieve in each session;
- not wasting time with things you don’t understand - get help;
- being active when studying - taking notes, drawing diagrams, testing yourself;
- stopping when you’re tired, taking a break - coming back to it later;
- changing the subject when your mind begins to wander;
- introducing a reward system (“if I finish this by 7.00p.m., I’ll get a .....”);
- not studying late at night.

NEVER underestimate yourself!
With determination and effort you can do very well.

BE POSITIVE! BE DETERMINED! BE CONFIDENT!

NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

THE “SES TEST” METHOD OF STUDYING
Select a section that can be completed in a reasonable time. (For exam classes, select a previous exam question).
Examine yourself.“What do I know already?” (Quick ‘mind scan’ - 2 minutes).
Skim read the passage in the relevant textbook, and look at the questions.
Take notes with the book open.
Examine yourself.“What do I know now?” (Quick ‘mind scan’ - 3 minutes).
Surround (circle) all your mistakes with a different coloured pen.
Test yourself again (review) - the next day,
				
				
				

the next week,
the next month
and in four months time.

“SES TEST” Study Method

Select
Examine
Skim read
Take notes
Examine
Surround (circle) mistakes
Test again (review)
To enable you to retain the information learnt, enter each topic studied into a REVIEW DIARY.
This will remind you to review the topic
					
- the day after you have studied it,
					
- that day in the next week,
					
- that day in a month’s time,
					
- and once again in four months time.
To review a topic: simply ‘mind scan’ it for three minutes, then check the notes you originally made. Put a coloured
circle around anything you forgot, or got wrong, on your original notes and file them away until the
next review.

Each night you should set aside approx. 10 minutes in your timetable for reviewing.
It is by recording mistakes that you lock information into your long term memory.
Be careful not to rely solely on this method of quick reviewing. This method will help you to be able to recall factual
information. You must also practise writing complete answers to questions (often practised as homework - see if
you can do your homework with the book and notes closed, allowing yourself the same time as you would get in
the exam!)

May we wish you every
success with your studies
and with your future career!

